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Foreword 

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the International Electrotechnical 
Commission) form the specialized system for worldwide standardization. National bodies that are members of 
ISO or IEC participate in the development of International Standards through technical committees 
established by the respective organization to deal with particular fields of technical activity. ISO and IEC 
technical committees collaborate in fields of mutual interest. Other international organizations, governmental 
and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO and IEC, also take part in the work. In the field of information 
technology, ISO and IEC have established a joint technical committee, ISO/IEC JTC 1. 

International Standards are drafted in accordance with the rules given in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2. 

The main task of the joint technical committee is to prepare International Standards. Draft International 
Standards adopted by the joint technical committee are circulated to national bodies for voting. Publication as 
an International Standard requires approval by at least 75 % of the national bodies casting a vote. 

In exceptional circumstances, the joint technical committee may propose the publication of a Technical Report 
of one of the following types: 

— type 1, when the required support cannot be obtained for the publication of an International Standard, 
despite repeated efforts; 

— type 2, when the subject is still under technical development or where for any other reason there is the 
future but not immediate possibility of an agreement on an International Standard; 

— type 3, when the joint technical committee has collected data of a different kind from that which is 
normally published as an International Standard (“state of the art”, for example). 

Technical Reports of types 1 and 2 are subject to review within three years of publication, to decide whether 
they can be transformed into International Standards. Technical Reports of type 3 do not necessarily have to 
be reviewed until the data they provide are considered to be no longer valid or useful. 

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of patent 
rights. ISO and IEC shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. 

ISO/IEC TR 10176, which is a Technical Report of type 3, was prepared by Joint Technical Committee 
ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information technology, Subcommittee SC 22, Programming languages, their environments 
and system software interfaces. 

This fourth edition cancels and replaces the third edition (ISO/IEC 10176:2001), which has been technically 
revised. 
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Introduction 

Background: Over the last three decades (1966-2002), standards have been produced for a number of 
computer programming languages. Each has dealt with its own language in isolation, although to some extent 
the drafting committees have become more expert by learning from both the successes and the mistakes of 
their predecessors. 

The first edition of this Technical Report was produced during the 1980s to put together some of the 
experience that had been gained to that time, in a set of guidelines, designed to ease the task of drafting 
committees of programming language standards. This second edition enhances the guidelines to take into 
account subsequent experiences and developments in the areas of internationalization and character sets. 

This document is published as a Technical Report type 3 because the design of programming languages - 
and hence requirements relating to their standardization - is still evolving fairly rapidly, and because existing 
languages, both standardized and unstandardized, vary so greatly in their properties and styles that 
publication as a full standard, even as a standard set of guidelines, did not seem appropriate at this time. 

The need for guidelines: While each language, taken as a whole, is unique, there are many individual 
features that are common to many, or even to most of them. While standardization should not inhibit such 
diversity as is essential, both in the languages and in the form of their standards, unnecessary diversity is 
better avoided. Unnecessary diversity leads to unnecessary confusion, unnecessary retraining, unnecessary 
conversion or redevelopment, and unnecessary costs. The aim of the guidelines is therefore to help to 
achieve standardization across languages and across their standards. 

The existence of a guideline will often save a drafting committee from much discussion of detailed points all of 
which have been discussed previously for other languages. 

Furthermore the avoidance of needless diversity between languages makes it easier for programmers to 
switch between one and another. 

NOTE Diversity is a major problem because it uses up time and resources better devoted to the essential part, both 
by makers and users of standards. Building a language standard is very expensive in resources and far too much time and 
effort goes into “reinventing the wheel” and trying to solve again, from the beginning, the same problems that other 
committees have faced. 

However, a software writer faced with the task of building (say) a support environment (operating system facilities, utilities, 
etc.) for a number of different language processors is also faced with many problems from the eventual standards. Quite 
apart from the essential differences between the languages, there are to begin with the variations of layout, arrangement, 
terminology, metalanguages, etc. Much worse, there are the variations between requirements of basically the same kind, 
some substantial, some slight, some subtle - compounded by needless variations in the way they are specified. This 
represents an immense extra burden - as does the duplication in providing different support tools for different languages 
performing basically the same task. 

How to use this Technical Report: This Technical Report does not seek to legislate on how programming 
languages should be designed or standardized: it would be futile even to attempt that. The guidelines are, as 
their name implies, intended for guidance only. Nevertheless, drafting committees are strongly urged to 
examine them seriously, to consider each one with care, and to adopt its recommendation where practicable. 
The guidelines have been so written that it will be possible in most cases to determine, by examination, 
whether a given programming language standard has been produced in accordance with a given guideline, or 
otherwise. However, the conclusions to be drawn from such an assessment, and consequent action to be 
taken, are matters for individual users of this Technical Report and are beyond its scope. 

Reasons for not adopting any particular guideline should be documented and made available, (e.g. in an 
informative annex of the programming language standard). This and the reason therefore can be taken into 
account at future revisions of the programming language standard or this Technical Report. 
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Of course, care must naturally be taken when following these guidelines to do so in a way which does not 
conflict with the ISO/IEC Directives, or other rules of the standards body under whose direction the standard is 
being prepared. 

Further related guidelines: This Technical Report is concerned with the generality of programming 
languages and general issues concerning questions of standardization of programming languages, and is not 
claimed to be necessarily universally applicable to all languages in all circumstances. Particular languages or 
kinds of languages, or particular areas of concern, may need more detailed and more specific guidelines than 
would be appropriate for this Technical Report. At the time of publication, some specific areas are already the 
subject of more detailed guidelines, to be found in existing or forthcoming Technical Reports. Such Technical 
Reports may extend, interpret, or adapt the guidelines in this Technical Report to cover specific issues and 
areas of application. Users of this Technical Report are recommended to take such other guidelines into 
account, as well as those in this Technical Report, where the circumstances are appropriate. See, in particular, 
ISO/TR 9547 and ISO/IEC TR 10034. 
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Information technology — Guidelines for the preparation of 
programming language standards 

1 Scope 

This Technical Report presents a set of guidelines for producing a standard for a programming language. 

2 Normative references 

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated 
references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced 
document (including any amendments) applies. 

ISO/IEC 646:1991, Information technology — ISO 7-bit coded character set for information interchange 

ISO/IEC 2022:1994, Information technology — Character code structure and extension techniques 

ISO/IEC 2382-15:1999, Information technology  — Vocabulary — Part 15: Programming languages 

ISO/IEC 4873:1991, Information technology — ISO 8-bit code for information interchange — Structure and 
rules for implementation 

ISO/IEC 6937:2001, Information technology — Coded graphic character set for text communication — Latin 
alphabet 

ISO/IEC 8859-1:1998, Information technology — 8-bit single-byte coded graphic character sets — Part 1: 
Latin alphabet No. 1 

ISO/TR 9547:1988, Programming language processors — Test methods — Guidelines for their development 
and acceptability 

ISO/IEC TR 10034:1990, Guidelines for the preparation of conformity clauses in programming language 
standards 

ISO/IEC 10646-1:2000, Information technology — Universal Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set (UCS) — 
Part 1: Architecture and Basic Multilingual Plane 

ISO/IEC TR 11017:1998, Information technology — Framework for internationalization 

ISO/IEC 11404:1996, Information technology — Programming languages, their environments and system 
software interfaces — Language-independent datatypes 

ISO/IEC 14977:1996, Information technology — Syntactic metalanguage — Extended BNF 

3 Terms and definitions 

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply. 
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